FELLOWSHIPS
Guideline for Final Reports
(max 2 A4)

This report will be kept strictly confidential and is meant only for internal use by the Research Committee and Board of the HRSMC

1] Details of applicant(s)/host researcher(s)
Title(s), first name and surname:
E-mail :

If applicable, information of second (third,..) applicant:
Title(s), first name and surname:
Telephone :
E-mail :

2] Details of the guest researcher
Title(s), first name and surname:
Telephone :
E-mail :

3] Duration and exact period(s) of the actual visit(s)
From (starting date) ............... to (completion date) ........
Total duration ................. days/weeks/months (delete as applicable).

4] Overview of Research activities

5] Scientific Results

6] Output (Publications (also submitted or in revision), patents, conference contributions)

7] Outlook - Future Research Perspectives (max 5 regels)

8] How did this fellowship contribute to the research and research collaboration?

9] Was the duration of the visit sufficient for the purpose of the visit? Please explain your answer.